ModPak™
Modular Cryogenic Packout Kit
evo® DV10 System

The ModPak kit is designed to provide a secure fit for multiple forms of product packaging such as vials, cassettes, and boxes of variable loads and quantities.

Universal Solution

Versatile shock and liquid absorbing system that provides adaptable security for variable product loads.

- Disposable - no need to manage equipment placement and return
- Packout variable containers including vials, cassettes, and boxes
- Packout variable payload quantities
- All-in-one packout kit - eliminates the need for advance site planning
- Single-use, soft extractor inserts ensure a snug fit, minimizing movement and shock in transit
- Absorbs both shock and liquid. Low thermal mass
- Satisfies secondary packaging requirements for IATA PI650 and FMCSA 49 CFR protocols

Product Specifications

Dimensions
3.9in x 6.2in x 11.5in

Materials
Tyvek® inserts (8 large and 1 small) and bag with absorbent lining

Absorption Capacity
Verified up to 1,260 ml of liquid

Kit Capacity
Wide variety of container types and quantities
Up to 2 standard cryoboxes
Up to 8 blood cassettes

Suitable as secondary packaging for Category B shipments when used within the evo DV10 shipper.
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